
TIMELESS YET RELEVANT IN TIME



FROM PURE TO PERSONAL
This 60th anniversary salutes the silhouette of the Egg™, the Swan™ and the 
Drop™ chairs as well as the design hotel - the SAS Royal Hotel - they were 
originally created for. Today, they represent the essence of Arne Jacobsen 
and his time of glory within Danish design. A time we want to celebrate 
through a selection of exclusive materials, a pure and natural colour palette 
and a constant respect for Arne Jacobsen's original ways of working.

The serenity of nature was the starting point for the design process of the 
60th anniversary. The idea was to unite the renowned heritage with a design 
that was relevant in time. The result is a design appealing to all senses with 
a mission to turn pure materials into personal design objects. The materials 
vary from the soft and serene PURE leather, the rich and smooth SERA wool 
fabric, to a 23 karat gold coated base, all of which will create patina and 
an expression of their own with time. 

The 60th anniversary collection is a limited edition. The Egg and Swan
chairs are available in a limited number up to 1958 pcs. (each) The Drop
chair and the accessories are available to order until 31st December, 2018.

THE SAS ROYAL HOTEL ROOM 606 ICONS
The furniture in room 606 at the SAS Royal Hotel reflects Arne Jacobsen's 
synthesis of industry and craft. Moulded by machine and covered by hand, 
his sculpted chairs were a small proof of the blend of technology and 
tradition that gave the hotel its timeless character. 

THE EGG™

Arne Jacobsen's Egg™ has been referred to as both a throne and a refuge.  
But the Egg is more than a chair - it is a sculptural work of art with an 
instant sense of empowerment. In 1960, when the Egg was first presented 
to the public with the opening of the SAS Royal Hotel, it was a vivid contrast 
to the building’s almost exclusively vertical and horizontal surfaces. The many 
curves and asymmetric shape of the design served as an attempt to soften 
the architecture.

THE SWAN™

The Swan™ chair combines a deep seat with high armrests that wrap in 
everyone who takes a seat in it. In 1958 the Swan was a technologically 
innovative chair: no straight lines - only curves. It represents a transition 
between materials; the deep dish of the shell had its origins in Jacobsen's 
attempt to produce a one-piece armchair of laminated wood.

THE DROP™

The Drop™ was originally produced along with the Swan  and the Egg chairs 
but in a very limited number exclusively for the SAS Royal. It was found in the 
hotel's snack bar and in the guest rooms near the dressing tables. It is a small 
chair with a big personality and it is as fresh and vibrant as a new design but 
with a rare heritage. The design of the back combines a warm embrace with 
freedom of movement, resulting in a surprising level of comfort.

ARNE JACOBSEN 1902-1971

"If I have a philosophy, it must be to sit at my drawing board." 
- Arne Jacobsen

Arne Jacobsen was born in Copenhagen in 1902. Already at the age 
of 23, the young architecture student was turning heads with his furniture 
design, winning a silver medal for a chair he presented at the Paris Art 
Deco Fair. In the 1930s, his career skyrocketed when he introduced 
functionalism in his sensational building designs, including the seaside 
Bellevue Theatre north of Copenhagen. 

The collaboration between Arne Jacobsen and Fritz Hansen dates back to 
1934. It was not until 1952 however that the team got its breakthrough 
with the Ant™. It was succeeded by Series 7™ in 1955, thereby enabling 
both Jacobsen and Fritz Hansen to write their names into furniture history.
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DESIGN 
Arne Jacobsen, 1958.



PURE LEATHER
With its soft touch, this aniline pure leather is a visual pleasure telling a story 
of its original existence. Discover beauty marks such as scars, tiny insect 
bites and visible necklines - all of which reflects the natural life the leather 
hides are the remains of. Note that the colour will darken and obtain a more 
vintage look with time, making every item unique whilst exposed to sunlight 
and usage. 

ORIGINAL               OVER TIME 
 
 
 
 

The purity of PURE leather is underlined by the treatment of the leather and 
by its natural grain. Because it was never dyed it will naturally become 
darker with time. The leather is pure vegetable tanned and it has been IVN 
certified. This means that the waste disposal and possible recycling of the 
waste from the tanning process are monitored and always documented. The 
result is a beautiful, natural product crafted with a minimum impact on the 
environment. Furthermore, the leather is certified as allergy friendly as it has 
been awarded the ECARF Seal of Quality. 

SERA FABRIC
The anniversary Drop™ chair is upholstered in the hardwearing, structured 
fabric SERA from ROHI in the brown-grey colour Taupe Sera is a very 
durable and highly resistant wool blend textile with a grainy feel and an 
organic look. The textile is yarn dyed for a deep and immersive colour, and 
it has a Martindale of 60.000 creating a textile that does not soak liquids 
and is highly stain resistant.

THE ANNIVERSARY COLLECTION 
In celebrating this 60th anniversary, we have chosen to work with the uttermost 
exclusive materials. Meaning that we have worked not only with the look 
but also the touch, the smell and the aging process of the materials. The 
touch in particular was important as we want the customer to feel special 
and surrounded by smoothness and softness when sitting in the designs. Not 
only do the new materials reflect the iconic Arne Jacobsen designs, they also 
enhance the personality of each and every chair from head to toe. 

23 KARAT GOLD PLATING
The classic aluminium surface has been plated with gold and the result 
has an almost satin gloss adding to the exclusive expression of the limited 
edition design. Like the leather, this carefully selected base might change 
slightly in colour over time. The gloss becomes less shiny and a tad darker, 
underlining the patina of the design as it ages with beauty.
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To complement the anniversary collection our design team has, in collaboration 
with Lightyears and Objects, developed three accessories which all enlighten 
the beauty of the 60th anniversary Arne Jacobsen icons.
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THROW
The throw is made of superfine merino wool and it comes in an earthy tone that 
is both contrasting and complementing the serene and delicate palette of the 
Egg™ and the Swan™. The varying patterns and fringes have references to the 
textile tradition of India and the East and they create a dynamic look along with 
the subtle shades of brown-grey. Size: L195mm/76.8", W120mm/47.2 ".

POUF
The pouf was designed by Cecilie Manz for Republic of Fritz Hansen Objects 
in 2016 and this limited edition simply makes the superior design become even 
more superior. The bottom half of the decorative and functional pouf is in linen and 
the top part is upholstered in leftover PURE leather from the Egg™ and the Swan™ 
production. Size: W50cm/19.7", H24cm /9.4".

KAISER idell™ LAMP
The iconic KAISER idell™ tiltable floor lamp (6556-F), designed by Christian 
Dell, is interpreted with a new surface for the 60th anniversary edition. The 
surface comes in an enchanting metallic dark brown staying true to the earthy 
colours of the rest of the collection. Complementing the dark surface are 
beautiful details in brass. Size: Ø21cm/8", H125cm/49.2".
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VARIETIES & MEASUREMENTS

3320ANN

3127ANN

3110ANN

WARRANTY
Warranty applies to manufacturing defects in standard products (materials 
and workmanship). Wear, tear and damage to the product is not covered 
under this warranty. Claims from end users under the guarantee must be 
submitted to the vendor from whom the product was purchased. 
All measurements are indicative. 

STANDARD WARRANTY: 
Furniture/Lighting: 5 years
Accessories: 2 years

MY REPUBLIC EXTENDED WARRANTY (Furniture/Lighting only): 
5 years: Base, Fabric, Lamp.
10 years: Shell, Leather.

To obtain an extended warranty offered through My Republic the products should 
be registered online. Go to www.fritzhansen.com/my-republic to register.


